FIS has launched Code Connect (codeconnect.fisglobal.com),
a new API marketplace to enable developers to build innovative
client solutions faster than ever before.
Through Code Connect, developers can access solution-based
APIs in several usage categories, including Banking and Wealth,
Payments, Institutional and Wholesale, as well as Corporate
Solutions. This centralized access to FIS APIs facilitates collaboration
and partnerships with financial institutions and fintech companies
across the globe to deliver cutting-edge solutions and enable new
streams of value for clients, partners and developers.
Code Connect creates a collaborative ecosystem between FIS solutions,
banks, and fintech developers, and allows for creation and delivery of
a comprehensive suite of products, services, and experiences that go
beyond traditional banking.
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What is FIS Code Connect

Exposing FIS Solutions
via APIs

FIS Code Connect is an API platform that provides a central
access point for all FIS solutions. In addition, FIS Code
Connect allows banks and fintech partners to publish and
manage their own APIs, so that they can easily integrate,
leverage, and deliver solutions to FIS clients.

With FIS and Code Connect, developers no longer need to
know the details of every system in the enterprise. They can
expand their creative reach while focusing on business goals
using development tools that enable them to connect to
systems and applications that expose functionality through
APIs. Leveraging the digital ecosystems that connect them,
they can deliver more value to a wider customer base in less
time than ever before. Sophisticated integration tools to play
in the digital world are no longer needed.
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API

Exposing banking and payment
solutions, via open APIs, that give
financial institutions the ability to
pick and choose capabilities that
allow them to integrate and build
financial solutions to meet their
customer needs.

Manage the API Lifecycle
Code Connect is an API lifecycle management platform that
is optimized for API development, analytics processing, and
developer management to increase agility and operational
efficiency for your business.
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Increase Agility by
Rapidly Creating New
Digital Assets
Financial institutions need to be able to quickly
create new services, either from scratch or
by combining existing services, to meet
customer needs.
Code Connect enables financial institutions to
design and publish APIs in an iterative manner
while maintaining full control of the API lifecycle.
This helps reduce the time spent on creating
your own APIs so that you can deliver services
much faster. You can even orchestrate and
combine services into one API to build a solution.
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A Complete
Banking and
Payments Platform

Experience Capabilities
Additional FIS APIs (payments, networks,
loyalty, risk, etc.), as well as Bank and Fintech
APIs, centrally accessed and managed via
FIS’ Marketplace - FIS Code Connect

As a plug-and-play platform, Code
Connect allows multiple point-solutions
to connect and interact with each other
to help financial institutions define what
banking and payments mean to them.

Supplementary Capabilities
APIs exposed for enterprise use
and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enterprise Alerts
Collateral Management
Limits and Exposure
Reconciliation
Regulatory Reporting
Rate Management

Extended Business Capabilities
Foundational Capabilities

•

Foundational set of process engine APIs
and architecture framework:

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Cloud-ready Deployment
Line of Business-focused
Modernized Architecture
New Technology Stack
REST API Exposed
Multi-everything Framework
Real-time, STP Processing
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•

API enablement, developed to externalize business logic out
of the core banking engines and extend the capabilities into
enterprise components.
APIs are easily consumed with consistent and context-aware
data by any channel.
Specifically designed to be channel and core agnostic 		
components that aggregate data across FIS and non-FIS
core and channel solutions.
Focused on Enterprise capabilities such as:
• Customer
• Product Catalog and Pricing Engine
• Analytics and Marketing Platform

About FIS

FIS is a global leader in financial services technology, with a focus
on retail and institutional banking, payments, asset and wealth
management, risk and compliance, consulting, and outsourcing
solutions. Through the depth and breadth of our solutions portfolio, global capabilities and domain expertise, FIS serves more than
20,000 clients in over 130 countries. Headquartered in Jacksonville,
Fla., FIS employs more than 53,000 people worldwide and holds
leadership positions in payment processing, financial software and
banking solutions. Providing software, services and outsourcing of
the technology that empowers the financial world, FIS is a Fortune
500 company and is a member of Standard & Poor’s 500® Index. For
more information about FIS, visit www.fisglobal.com.
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